
Experiments in Adjustable AutonomyJaob W. Crandall and Mihael A. GoodrihComputer Siene DepartmentBrigham Young UniversityAbstratHuman-robot interation is beoming an inreasingly important researh area. In this paper, we presentour work on designing a human-robot system with adjustable autonomy and desribe not only the pro-totype interfae but also the orresponding robot behaviors. In our approah, we grant the humanmeta-level ontrol over the level of robot autonomy, but we allow the robot a varying amount of self-diretion with eah level. Within this framework of adjustable autonomy, we explore how existing robotontrol approahes an be adapted and extended to be ompatible with adjustable autonomy.1. IntrodutionThe purpose of this researh is to develop human-entered robot design onepts that apply inmultiple robot settings. More spei�ally, wehave been exploring the notion of adjustable au-tonomy and are onstruting a prototype system.This prototype system allows a human user to in-terfae with a remote robot at various levels ofautonomy: full autonomy, goal biased autonomy,waypoint-based autonomy, intelligent teleopera-tion, and dormant. The objetive is to allow asingle human operator to interat with multiplerobots and do so while maintaining reasonableworkload and team eÆieny.2. Related LituratureRelevant researh in human-robot interationan be loosely lassi�ed under �ve topis: au-tonomous robots, teleoperation, adjustable au-tonomy, mixed initiatives, and advaned inter-faes. Of these topis, researh in teleoperationis most mature; we refer to Sheridan's work foran exellent overview of these topis [15℄. Per-haps the most diÆult obstale to e�etive tele-operation ours when there are ommuniationdelays between the human and the robot. Thestandard approah for dealing with these issuesis to use supervisory ontrol. Work on teleau-tonomy [5℄ and behavior-based teleoperation [16℄are extensions to traditional supervisory ontrolthat are designed spei�ally to aount for timedelays.Alternative approahes to teleautonomy thatfous on the operator inlude the use of predi-tive displays [11℄ and the use of intelligent in-terfae assistants [13℄. Approahes that fous

more on the human-robot interation as a wholeinlude safeguarded teleoperation [8, 10℄, mixedinitiative systems [7℄, and adjustable autonomy-based methods [6℄.Autonomous robot ontrol and vehile designhas an extensive history. A omplete review ofthe literature is beyond the sope of this paper,but we do note the seminal work of Brooks withbehavior-based robotis [4℄. We further notethe exellent textbooks on the subjet by Mur-phy [12℄ and by Arkin [3℄. There are many ap-proahes to behavior-based robotis, but in thispaper we fous on approahes based on utilitar-ian voting shemes [14℄. Hierarhial approahes,whih are the other major approah to designingautonomous vehiles, are haraterized by theNIST RCS arhiteture [1, 2℄.3. Autonomy Modes and Justi�ationThe purpose of this setion is to desribe thelevels of autonomy that are being inluded inour human-robot system. Additionally, we dis-uss how the di�erent autonomy levels are im-plemented. In the system we desribe, the oper-ator is given the authority to swith autonomymodes, but, within eah mode, the robots havesome authority over their behaviors.3.1 Time Delays and NegletIn designing an arhiteture that allows a hu-man to interfae with multiple robots, it isdesirable to equip robots with enough auton-omy to allow a single user to servie multi-ple robots. To apture the mapping betweenuser attention and robot autonomy, we in-trodued the neglet graph in Figure 1 [9℄.1



Figure 1 The neglet urve. The x-axis rep-resents the amount of neglet that a robot re-eives, whih an be loosely translated into howlong sine the operator has servied the robot.The y-axis represents the subjetive e�etivenessof the robot. As neglet inreases, e�etivenessdereases. The nearly vertial urve representsa teleoperated robot whih inludes the poten-tial for great e�etiveness but whih fails if theoperator neglets the robot. The horizontal linerepresents a fully autonomous robot whih in-ludes less potential for e�etiveness but whihmaintains this level regardless of operator input.The dashed urve represents intermediate typesof semi-autonomous robots, suh as a robot thatuses waypoints, for whih e�etiveness dereasesas neglet inreases.The idea of the neglet graph is simple. RobotA's likely e�etiveness, whih measures how wellthe robot aomplishes its assigned task and howompatible the urrent task is with the human-robot team's mission, dereases when the op-erator turns attention from robot A to robotB; when robot A is negleted it beomes lesse�etive.A ommon problem that arises in muh of theliterature on operating a remote robot is time de-lays. Round-trip time delays between earth andMars are around 45 minutes, between earth andthe moon are around 5 seonds, and between ourlaptop and our robot around 0.5 seonds. Sineneglet is analogous to time delay, we an usetehniques designed to handle time delays to de-velop a system with adjustable autonomy. Forexample, when the operator turns attention fromrobot A to robot B, the operator introdues atime delay, albeit a voluntary one, into the in-teration loop between the operator and robot

A. Depending on how many robots the opera-tor is managing and depending on the missionspei�ations, it is desirable to adjust how muha robot is negleted. Adjusting neglet orre-sponds to swithing between tehniques for han-dling time delays in human-robot interation.As the level of neglet hanges, an autonomymode must be hosen that ompensates for suhneglet. In the literature review, several shemeswere briey disussed for dealing with time de-lays. Shemes devised for large time delays areappropriate for onditions of high neglet, andshemes devised for small time delays are appro-priate for onditions of low neglet. At the low-est neglet level, shared ontrol an be used foreither instantaneous ontrol or interation underminimal time delays; at the highest neglet level,a fully autonomous robot is required.We are now in a position to make two ob-servations that appear important for designingrobots and interfae agents. First, the follow-ing rule of thumb seems to apply: as autonomylevel inreases, the breadth of tasks that an behandled by a robot dereases. Another way ofstating this rule of thumb is that as eÆieny in-reases tolerane to neglet dereases. Seond,the objetive of a good robot and interfae agentdesign is to move the knee of the neglet urve asfar to the right as possible; a well designed inter-fae and robot an tolerate muh more negletthan a poorly designed interfae and robot.3.2 Autonomy ModesWe have onstruted (a) a set of robot ontrolprograms and (b) an interfae system that allowsa human to ommuniate with multiple robots(spei�ally, Nomad SuperSout robots) via an11Mb/s wireless ethernet. We �rst fous on ourrobot ontrol algorithms, whih are built on util-itarian voting shemes. After disussing theseontrol algorithms, we will disuss how we haveused these algorithms to support adjustable au-tonomy in robot systems.3.2.1 Utilitarian Voting Sheme for Nav-igationOur utilitarian voting sheme uses three be-haviors: a goal-ahieving behavior, an obstale-avoiding behavior, and a vetoing behavior.The Goal-Ahieving and Obstale-Avoiding Behaviors At eah iteration of ouralgorithm, eight voters are seleted. Initially,2



an input vetor (whih an ome from a varietyof soures, depending on the urrent autonomymode) is given to the robot. This input vetor isonsidered an initial vote that proposes a mag-nitude and a diretion for the robot to travel.The robot interprets this initial vote as a sugges-tion, and selets seven of its sonars to ast\vote"as well. These seven votes, along with the ini-tial vote, determine the \best" diretion for therobot to travel.The way in whih the seven other voters areseleted is as follows: eah sonar is assigned anangle value that is based on the angle it formsfrom the enter of the robot, with, for example,sonar 0 orresponding to 90 degrees and sonar12 orresponding to zero degrees (see Figure 2).We �nd the sonar for whih the absolute valueof the sonar angle minus the angle of the inputvetor is the smallest. In the ase of �gure 2,this sonar is sonar 14. This sonar and the threesonars adjaent to this sonar on both sides arethe sonars that will a�et the diretion the robothooses to take. The indies of these sonars arethen put into an array S of voters. Continuingthe example from the diagram, our array wouldhave the following values: S = (1, 0, 15, 14, 13,12, 11).Next we de�ne a rejetion array R = (R0,R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6) and a pull array P =(P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6), where eah elementof R and P have magnitudes between 0 and 1.These arrays designate the voting priorities thatthe voters have for rejeting or aepting a dire-tion of travel. The votes V that eah of the sevensonars asts in determining the \best" diretionis obtained in the following way:For all Si � SIf (Si <=WarningDist)Vi = Si�WarningDistWarningDist �Rielse if (Si > SafeDist)Vi = PielseVi = 0where SafeDist and WarningDist are prede�neddistanes.Figure 2 shows the regions of how the voterasts its vote. In e�et,

Figure 2 The irle with 16 small irles withinit represents and abstrat view of the robot withits sonars. The input vetor is a vetor indiatingthe general diretion the robot should attemptto go, or the initial vote ast. The dotted part-irles represent the boundaries for what kindsof votes the sonar readings will ast. If the sonarreading falls within the \WarningDist" setion,the sonar votes in opposition to its diretion. Ifthe reading falls between the \WarningDist" and\SafeDist" dotted part-irles, a neutral vote isast, and if the reading falls beyond \SafeDist,"a vote in favor of the sonars diretion is ast.eah voter (sonar) asts a vote on how goodits diretion is. Let di represent the sonar read-ing for sonar i. if di > SafeDist, the voter astsa \goal-ahieving" vote. This vote is ast in away to help the robot �nd an opening to reah itsgoal(s). The strength of the vote ast depends onthe priority of the voter. If di <= WarningDistthe voter asts an \obstale-avoiding" vote.The vote is ast in a way to help the robotto avoid obstales that are near it. The strengthof this vote depends on both the priority ofthe voter and di. As di approahes zero, thevote ast by this voter approahes Ri. IfWarningDist <= di < SafeDist, then thevoter asts a neutral vote, and the voter has noe�et on the outome.After the above alulations are performed,we have an array of votes V (note that eahassigned vote Vi orresponds to a sonar and,therefor, an angle as well) plus the input vetor(the initial vote). Thus in all, we have eight ve-tors whih will determine the \best" diretion �the robot should take. The x and y omponentsof the \best" diretion vetor are then omputed:3



x = IV �Mag � os(�) + 6Xi=0 Vi � os(SonarAngi)y = IV �Mag � sin(�) + 6Xi=0 Vi � sin(SonarAngi)where IV is the weight the intial vote reeives,Mag is the magnitude of the input (together,IV and Mag onstitue the priority of the initialvote), � is the angle of the input vetor, andSonarAng is an array that maps eah weight Wito an angle. We then ompute �: � = tan�1 yx .As should be noted, we have left manyof the variables with unde�ned values in thedesription of the voting sheme. Our ur-rent implementation sets the vetor R to(0:1; 0:4; 0:7; 0:8; 0:7; 0:4; 0:1), the vetor P to(0:1; 0:45; 1:0; 1:0; 1:0; 0:45; 0:1), SafeDist to 65inhes,WarningDist to 40 inhes, and IV to 1.4.In our future work we will analyze why these val-ues tend to work well, and what improvementsan be made.The Vetoing Behavior The \best" dire-tion � is the diretion the robot seleted. How-ever, the algorithm doesn't guarantee that thisdiretion is \safe." To guarantee that the robotwill not ollide with any objet that it an see, wehave also added a feature that supports guardedmotion [8, 10℄. We use a simple algorithm inwhih a \safe" region is de�ned by the sonarreadings. By prediting where the robot will beat some future time t, the robot an determineif it will leave this region anytime in the near fu-ture if it ontinues the ourse it has seleted. Ifthe robot would leave this \safe" zone anytimein the near future, the \best" diretion is vetoedand a di�erent initial vetor must be seleted.4. Adjustable AutonomyThe input vetor mentioned previously an befound in a number of ways and, loosely, onsti-tutes the goal of the robot. This allows us to usethe same algorithm to diret the robot with dif-ferent autonomy modes, sine we an hange theautonomy modes simply by obtaining the inputvetor in a di�erent way. We have used this util-itarian voting sheme to implement three robotontrol programs. These ontrol programs rep-resent three di�erent levels of autonomy.Teleoperation | This is a shared ontrol sys-tem. We use a Mirosoft sidewinder joystik toobtain the desired input vetor. This assistedteleoperation appears to relieve a lot of the work-

load from the human operator. Future work willvalidate this laim.Waypoints and Heuristis | The input ve-tor an be obtained by goals and heuristis thata human ontroller assigns to eah robot. Thehuman ontroller may drop ions on the map ofthe environment to inuene the deisions thatthe robot makes. In our system, we have goalions that indiate a robot's destination, arrowions that tell the robot the general diretion itshould go when it is in a ertain loation, andrejetion ions that indiate to the robot plaesthat it should avoid. The vetor obtained by thesummation of these fores is the input vetor forthe robot in this mode.Autonomy | If we assume that the inputvetor is always pointed straight ahead, the robotbeomes an autonomous wanderer. This prim-itive wandering mode has shown to be quiteremarkable for random exploration in the realworld. Inuening a robot operating on this au-tonomy level with some kind of goal would givethis mode added usefulness.

Figure 3 Diagram of the ommuniation arhi-teture of the human-robot system. The inter-fae agent serves as the ommuniation link be-tween the robots and the human ontroller. Anynumber of ontrol modules an be loaded ontoeah robot. The lines between nodes representTCP/IP soket onnetions, while the dashedline indiates ommuniation between humanand mahine. This arhiteture provides easyuse of the priniples of adjustable autonomy asthe user may aess the various autonomy loadsof eah robot through the mediating interfaeagent.4



5. Communiation ArhitetureTo failitate improved ommuniation betweena human and robots in a human-robot system,we have developed an arhiteture that inorpo-rates a human operator, robots, robot ontrolprograms, and an interfae agent. This arhite-ture is useful for robot systems that provide ad-justable autonomy. Figure 3 provides a diagramof our arhiteture.5.1 Interfae AgentCommuniation between the various robots andhuman operator in our human-robot systemtakes plae through the mediating interfaeagent. Sine ommuniation between human androbot must be two-way, the interfae agent mustbe able to transfer information in a sensible andunderstandable form from human to robot andfrom robot to human. This ommuniation ofinformation is done through a graphial user in-terfae.As we mentioned earlier, the objet of a goodrobot and interfae agent design is to move theknee of the neglet urve from Figure 1 as far tothe right as possible. To do so, the human op-erator must be able to easily sense what is goingon with the robots in his or her system. Addi-tionally, he or she must be able to ommuniateas naturally as possible with them.Figure 4 is a sreen shot of the interfaeagent's GUI. The bottom left orner of the GUIprovides a list of the robots in the system and thetasks that have been assigned to eah of them.In the bottom middle, the \okpit" of the roboturrently being servied is displayed. The ok-pit inludes the readings from a digital ompass,a video image aptured from the robot, and agraphial display of the robot's sonar readings.The bottom right orner of the GUI displays thegeneral state information of the robot urrentlybeing servied. This part of the GUI providesthe human ontroller with the ability to queuetasks on that robot. For example, if a robotis urrently performing a ertain task, but itshelp is temporarily wanted elsewhere, the hu-man ontroller may assign the robot a new task.Before ompleting the old task, the robot per-forms the more urgent task. The old task is putinto a queue to be performed at a later time.The enter of the GUI is a grid that ontains a2-D \god's eye" view of the environment thatthe robots have explored. This view ontains

Figure 4 A sreen shot of the Interfae Agent'sGUI. The GUI inludes sensor readings from therobots, robot state, job queuing, and a "god's-eye" perspetive of the environment the robotsare exploring.graphial information of the urrent loationof eah robot, the map the robots have built andthe goals, waypoints, and heuristis that havebeen assigned to the robots. Additional featuresof the GUI inlude drop down menus, dragableions and buttons.Although this user interfae has proved use-ful and has many good features, improvementsare needed to improve natural ommuniation.Future work will inlude these improvements [9℄.5.2 Robot ServerThe robot server on eah robot is the enter ofommuniation for that robot. This programontrols the robot after reeiving ommands fromother programs, and sends information to theinterfae agent. Several basi funtioning au-tonomy levels are made available on the atualrobot server so as to always provide the humanuser with some levels of autonomy on eah robot.Additional autonomy levels an be loaded ontothe robot online through additional program on-trollers.5.3 Control ProgramsIn addition to having a good ommuniation sys-tem, the robots must have the ability to performat many levels of autonomy. The human opera-tor must be able to diret the robots at variouslevels of autonomy so as to be able to keep a bal-ane between helping individual robots to arryout very omplex tasks, and not loosing \sight"of the rest of the robot team.5



For this purpose, our human-robot ommu-niation arhiteture allows the human operatorto load up various ommon and speial purposeontroller programs at startup and during run-time. When these ontroller programs are loadedonto the robot, the human ontroller an seletthem and swith between them through the in-terfae agent.As an be seen in Figure 3, the ontrollerprograms on eah robot ommuniate, with therobot server on that robot. This is done througha simple text protool in whih the ontrollerprogram reeives information about the state ofthe robot, and direts the robot server to arryout ommands on the robot.This arhiteture is e�etive in providing ad-justable autonomy to the robot system beauseof the ability it gives the human ontroller touse robots at any level of autonomy the robotis apable of performing. Controller programsfor various autonomy levels need only be loadedonto a robot, and the human an easily aessthe autonomy modes.6. ConlusionsWe have built a system that supports adjustableautonomy. Adjustable autonomy in a robot sys-tem is failitated by an interfae agent, whihmediates between a human ontroller and therobots in the system. The robots must have theability to perform at many autonomy levels, andthe human ontroller must be able to aess thesemodes.Referenes[1℄ J. S. Albus. Outline for a theory of intelligene.In IEEE Transations on Systems, Man, andCybernetis 21(3):473-509, 1991.[2℄ J. S. Albus. 4-d/rs referene model arhiteturefor unmanned ground vehiles. In Proeedingsof the 2000 IEEE International Conferene onRobotis and Automation, 2000.[3℄ R. C. Arkin. Behavior-Based Robotis. Cam-bridge, Massahusetts: MIT Press, 1998.[4℄ R. A. Brooks. A robust layered ontrol systemfor a mobile robot. In IEEE Journal of Robotisand Automation 2:14-23, 1986.
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